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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Kailis

Given name:

George

2  What is your email address?

Email:

georgekailis@kailis.com.au

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

Yes, I am authorised to submit feedback on behalf of an organisation

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

MG Kailis Group

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Company

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

Strategic Advice EPA Consultation MG Kailis Submission 11 Nov 2020 FINAL .pdf was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

MGK EPA Submission Strategic Advice Exmouth_Attachments Nov 2020.pdf was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.



 

 

 

 

EPA SUBMISSION 
CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND EXMOUTH GULF STRATEGIC ADVICE 
 
Submitted 11 November 2020 
Contact: Dr George Kailis, georgekailis@kailis.com.au 
 

This submission by the MG Kailis Group is in four parts:  

A. Overview 

B. Background and Key Issues 

C. Specific Responses to EPA Questions 

D. Attachments 1-4   

Based on the submission below we make five specific recommendations: 

Recommendation 1. That the EPA’s Strategic Advice recognise and support the 

ecological and social values of Exmouth Gulf. That the EPA recognise the community’s 

support for retention of Exmouth Gulf’s relatively undeveloped character and the 

preservation of opportunities for low impact activities in the region.  

Recommendation 2. We recommend that the EPA recognise well managed existing 

low impact uses of Exmouth Gulf. These uses have been the subject of extensive 

research and public scrutiny (via MSC processes in the case of the Exmouth Gulf 

Managed Prawn Fishery). Further, that the EPA expressly rejects the argument that 

environmental degradation has already occurred to an extent that it warrants a lower 

level of environmental protection for Exmouth Gulf. 

Recommendation 3: That in its Strategic Advice the EPA directly acknowledge the 

ecological importance of the Eastern margins of Exmouth Gulf including mangroves, 

macro-algal beds and connected hinterland above the high-water mark. 

Recommendation 4. That in its Strategic Advice the EPA recommend an increased 

level of environmental protection for the of the Eastern margins of Exmouth Gulf 

(including mangroves, macro-algal beds and connected hinterland above the high-

water mark).  

Recommendation 5. That the Strategic Advice provided by the EPA support low 

impact developments that are sustainable and increase the variety of community and 

visitor experiences in and around Exmouth Gulf. 

  

MG KAILIS GROUP -
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A. OVERVIEW 

The MG Kailis Group commenced operations in Exmouth Gulf in 1963 and has been operating 

continuously since then. Exmouth Gulf is at a crossroads. It can retain its character as a relatively 

unspoilt Gulf. Not undeveloped, but with low impact development. Alternatively, it can be subject to 

higher impact industrialisation and effectively become part of the Pilbara industrial complex. In that 

event it will lead to a loss of its current character and many avenues of low impact development will 

close. 

The social and ecological values the MG Kailis Group, and the Kailis family, arise from nearly 60 years 

of active operations in the Gulf, with members of the family having deep personal connections to 

the region. Key values for MG Kailis include ensuring the environmental sustainability of our low 

impact fishery and contributing to the Exmouth community and its development. Furthermore, part 

of Exmouth life (for locals and visitors) has always been participation in lifestyle activities in and 

around Exmouth Gulf. We support low impact development supporting the environment and the 

local community’s social values. 

Recommendation 1. That the EPA’s Strategic Advice recognise and support the ecological and 

social values of Exmouth Gulf. That the EPA recognise the community’s support for retention of its 

relatively undeveloped character and the preservation of opportunities for low impact activities in 

the region.  

 

B. MG KAILIS IN EXMOUTH  

MG Kailis Background  

The MG Kailis Group was founded by Michael and Patricia Kailis in 1960. The MG Kailis Group 

remains owned by the Kailis family. The MG Kailis Group commenced operations in Exmouth Gulf in 

1963 and has been operating continuously since then. When the MG Kailis Group arrived at Exmouth 

Gulf, Exmouth Town was yet to be established. It was then an undeveloped region with just a light 

house, sheep station and a RAAF base in care and maintenance. 

After early struggles, commercial catches of Exmouth Tiger, King and Endeavour prawns were 

established and MG Kailis developed a small processing on a site near the RAAF base, and the first 

MGK community settlement in Learmonth at the bottom of Exmouth Gulf was established. In 1973 

MG Kailis relocated to a new site further North along the Gulf to accommodate expansion of the 

RAAF airbase. This larger site had increased amenity for residents including a tavern building with 

pool, mess area, caravan park as well as some housing and quartered accommodation. Over time 

this site became known locally as “K-Town”. 

MG Kailis still uses the site to house employees and off cycle fishing crew, storage and some shore-

based operations such as net mending. The core infrastructure of the site has been maintained 

including buildings, grounds and services (electrical, water from own supply and on-site wastewater 

treatment). 

  

-
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Exmouth Gulf Sustainable Prawn Fishery: Low Impact/Transparency/Global Standards 

Our efforts, in cooperation with the State Government, have led to a successfully managed fishery 

with low impact on the environment and strong protection of the vulnerable areas of the shallow 

Eastern Gulf. The nursery area in the Eastern side of Exmouth Gulf represents forty per cent of 

Exmouth Gulf. The Exmouth Gulf Managed Prawn fishery is recognised as one of the world’s most 

sustainable being accredited to the global ‘gold’ standards of the Marine Stewardship Council.1 As 

part of its MSC accreditation the MG Kailis Group has committed to ensuring it does not damage the 

environment of Exmouth Gulf.  

MSC accreditation requires long term monitoring of the habitats of Exmouth Gulf. MG Kailis co-funds 

research with the State Government on habitat status and fisheries impact. The most recent 

research program was completed by DPIRD in 2019, outlining benthic habitats on Exmouth and trawl 

interactions with what with are overwhelmingly sand and mud bottoms. The Final report is pre-

publication, but key components have been reported in the publicly available information accessible 

via the MSC Website.2 It is expected that the fishery will soon be able to announce its re-

accreditation to the more rigorous Version 2 standard of the MSC.  

Notwithstanding the efforts of MG Kailis and the Fisheries Department (now part of DPIRD) to 

achieve high standards and demonstrate good environmental outcomes, it is immensely frustrating 

that our fishery has been held up as an argument in favour of greater industrialisation and 

environmental modification.3 Such arguments raise doubt as to the value of protection of Exmouth 

Gulf. Further, there is an implication that as the marine environment may have been modified in the 

past it does not now warrant application of contemporary levels of environmental protection. 

Recommendation 2. We recommend that the EPA recognise the well managed existing low impact 

uses of Exmouth Gulf. That these uses have been subject to extensive research and public scrutiny 

(via MSC processes in our case). Further, that the EPA expressly rejects the argument that 

significant environmental degradation has occurred to the extent that warrants a lower level of 

environmental protection and scrutiny. 

  

 
1 See confirmation of the quality of MSC accreditation by the Global Sustainable Seafood Initiative. Available at 
https://www.ourgssi.org/gssi-recognized-certifcation/ . 
2 Public Comment Draft Report by MRAG Americas, 2020. Available at 
https://fisheries.msc.org/en/fisheries/exmouth-gulf-prawns/@@assessments . The full report by DPIRD would 
be made available to the EPA on request of DPIRD. 
3 See ERD for Sub-Sea Seven (Learmonth Pipeline Fabrication Facility, 2019 
Assessment No. 2208). At page 62 the ERD recounted an apocryphal story that ‘In some areas, a technique 
called ‘breaking the ground’ was employed where chains would be strung between trawlers and dragged, to 
remove obstacles for the nets’. This story is unsubstantiated and physically implausible. No citation is provided 
in the report which they rely on (RPS Bowman Bishaw Gorham (RPS). 2004. The Marine and Intertidal 
Environments of Exmouth Gulf, with reference to human usage. Prepared for Straits Resources Ltd. Report No: 
R04044). The inclusion of this story raises an apparent inference that the environment had been so 
significantly modified does not warrant contemporary levels of environmental protection.  
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Recognising the Eastern Gulf and Supra-tidal Areas 

The importance of the shallow water, mangroves and supra tidal flats prevalent on the East and 

Southern Side of Exmouth Gulf have been long recognised for their importance to marine ecology of 

the Gulf, including impacts on the prawn fishery. From the 1970s onward shallow waters of the 

Eastern Gulf have received protection as a nursery area under fisheries legislation. As noted above, 

this area covers 40% of Exmouth Gulf.  

The broad ecological significance of this area as a nursery area and in providing nutrients to the 

adjacent marine ecosystems was recognised in the comprehensive Wilson Report of 1994.4 The 

Wilson Report makes special mention of the mangals, shallow water areas and supra tidal flats of 

the South and East of the Gulf. The Wilson Report recognised the shallow water areas already 

received ‘a measure of protection’ under the Fisheries Act’ (Part III=37) by reason of the nursery and 

other closures. The Report recommended that a marine reserve be established for further 

protection along with an adjacent land reserve (Part III- 36, 37). We note this area has ‘Redbook’ 

status by the EPA.  

The importance of broad connections of the Eastern Gulf ecosystem of the Eastern Gulf to adjacent 

ecosystems was also recognised by the IUCN in 2011 in their Evaluation Report on World Heritage 

Listing of Ningaloo noted that  

‘The gulf supports extensive mangrove stands and other shallow habitats that function as nurseries and 

adult foraging grounds for vulnerable species including sea turtles, sharks and rays, dugongs and 

commercially important fish. Furthermore, it was argued that the gulf provides fundamental nutrient 

source for the adjacent Ningaloo coral reef. Although an extensive prawn fishery exists in the gulf, it is 

reportedly sustainable and subject to strict fishery regulations (IUCN, 2011, Section 4.2 p18).5 

The World Heritage Committee recommended that the State Party "Consider inclusion of the 

Exmouth Gulf on the grounds of ecological linkages between the Ningaloo Reef and the gulf, in 

particular the extensive mangrove stands and other shallow water habitats that function as 

nurseries and adult foraging grounds for many species" (World Heritage Committee, 2011, Decision : 

35 COM 8B.7).6 

Recommendation 3: That in its Strategic Advice the EPA directly acknowledge the ecological 

importance of the Eastern margins of Exmouth Gulf including mangroves, macro-algal beds and 

the connected hinterland above the high-water mark. 

 

Environmental Protection and the Eastern Gulf  

Notwithstanding its importance, the Eastern Gulf area is subject to threats from industrial 

development (particularly evaporative salt projects), potentially from high density aquaculture and 

other proposals. The potential for impact from large scale salt developments is particularly 

significant as they not only have direct effects through clearing, intakes and outfalls they also 

 
4 CALM, 1994, A Representative Marine Reserve System for Western Australia (the ‘Wilson Report’). See extract 
in Attachment 1.  
5 IUCN, 2011, IUCN Evaluations of Nominations of Natural and Mixed Properties to the World Heritage List 
2011 (Accessed Nov 2020 at  https://whc.unesco.org/archive/2011/whc11-35com-inf.8B2e.pdf ). 
6 World Heritage Committee, 2011, Decision : 35 COM 8B.7.(Accessed Nov 2020 at 
https://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/4278/ . 
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extensively modify water and nutrient flows through large scale land changes above the high-water 

mark.  

Of immediate concern to us is the Ashburton Salt project on the Eastern Side of the Gulf. We 

acknowledge the proponent (K&S Salt) is undertaking a PER and it has been consulting regularly with 

us. We still have concerns over the fundamental compatibility of the project with the maintenance 

of high level environmental values of the East Coast including direct impacts on prawn populations 

and the maintenance of Exmouth Gulf ecosystems more generally. I attach our 2017 submission to 

the Ashburton Salt EPA Scoping Document (Attachment 2).  

The Eastern Gulf, and the ecological value it has to regional marine ecosystems, is at risk from large-

scale industrial developments. MG Kailis believes that the environmental values underpinned by the 

Eastern Gulf remain undervalued and under threat. Clear strategic advice is required. 

Recommendation 4. That in its Strategic Advice the EPA recommend an increased level of 

environmental protection for the of the Eastern margins of Exmouth Gulf (including mangroves, 

macro-algal beds and connected hinterland above the high-water mark). 

Further Development in the Exmouth Region 

The MG Kailis Group recognises the Exmouth community’s desire for low impact development to 

meet increasing tourism demand in Exmouth. Local Planning Strategy supports ‘sustainable growth 

of tourism and tourism related opportunities throughout the Shire and balance growth against the 

conservation values of the environment upon which the area’s tourism industry is based’. A key to 

achieving this is to provide a greater variety of activities, reducing congestion and visitor pressure on 

Ningaloo Reef area. 

On 30 October 2020 MG Kailis lodged a rezoning application for its fishing and processing site to 

allow mixed uses of fishing industry, fishing heritage and tourism. This low key/low impact 

proposal will meet the need for Exmouth to broaden its tourist base while maintaining continuity 

with historical fishing in Exmouth Gulf. It viability assumes the maintenance of the integrity of 

ecological and social values for Exmouth Gulf. This development is consistent with MG Kailis’ own 

values, based on its history in Exmouth since 1963. The development will respect community 

aspirations, while maintaining continuity of use of the site and retaining historic links to fishing and 

the fishing industry. Development on an existing commercial site also meets the intent of the Local 

Planning Strategy of keeping development to existing ‘nodes’ (if not well implemented in the Shire of 

Exmouth Local Planning Scheme No. 4, 2019). 

Recommendation 5. That the Strategic Advice provided by the EPA support low impact 

developments that are sustainable and increase the variety of community and visitor experiences 

in and around Exmouth Gulf. 
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C. SPECIFIC RESPONSES TO EPA’s FIVE QUESTIONS  

Q.1 What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and 

around Exmouth Gulf? 

Environment values we associate for Exmouth Gulf are its generally unspoilt character. Social values 

are supported by the community engaging in and enjoying a variety of activities in and around the 

Gulf. 

Q.2 What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? 

Sustainable commercial fishing and related support activities. 

We have for many years had a processing factory and fishing village site on the Coast 20km south of 

Exmouth. Staff live permanently on our site. The social and environmental values of Exmouth Gulf 

are a significant element in attracting and retaining good staff.   

We have operated a range of tourism related ventures on our site in the past including tavern, 

seafood sales factory tours and caravan park. We intend to develop for low impact tourism/general 

community activities maintaining the fishing heritage of the site while contributing.  

Q.3 What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf? 

Increased human activity, not necessarily associated with any specific development, but requiring 

higher levels of management to remain compatible with the area’s values. At times Exmouth Gulf 

can be congested with commercial (non-fishing) vessels. Marine congestion is expected to increase 

should further industrial developments such as the Gateway Port, 

At some point cumulative industrial impacts can change the character of the region to make it 

incompatible with other uses such as fishing and tourism.  

Q.4 What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or 

business? 

Risks from increased human pressures need to be managed carefully. These range from the use of 

beaches to increased bio-security hazards.  

Pressure to develop for industrial use the East side of Exmouth Gulf such as the (failed) salt project 

by Straits Resources. 

Significant industry proposals affecting Exmouth Gulf, no matter how unlikely their success may be, 

are expensive in time and cost to those responding to them as well as those making them.  Even 

when under assessment large scale industrial proposals can undermine confidence in the future of 

the Gulf and reduce investment into uses compatible with existing ecological and social values held 

for the Gulf.  

Q.5 Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, 

which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? 

Notwithstanding the Wilson Report (and EPA Redbook status) we believe that industrial proponents 

have an impression that the mangals, shallow water areas and supra tidal flats in the South and East 

of the Gulf are open for high impact development. Where one proposal fails, such as the salt project 

by Straits Resources, another project replaces it (Ashburton Salt).  
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The proposed ‘Gateway Port’ project has emerged at the same time as the Government’s request for 

Strategic Advice. It is difficult to assess given the limited amount of information provided. We would 

expect increased shipping and appropriation of the marine domain around the port preventing 

commercial fishing. There would appear to be significant risk from large scale dredging given the 

scale of the development proposed. Although it is early days we are discouraged by the approach of 

the proponent to ‘consultation’. We attach a recent letter to the proponent from the Western 

Australian Fishing Industry Council in this regard (Attachment 3).  

The SubSea Seven proposal is also of concern. We provided a response to the EPA in response to 

their PER on 30 November 2019, with a copy direct to the proponent (Attachment 4). Our primary 

concerns are about the impact of chains being dragged along the floor of Exmouth. We believed 

these issues were inadequately dealt with including impact on nursery area and cumulative effects.  

Further, there was a lack of a clear monitoring strategy for impacts and a mitigation strategy should 

impacts be more significant than modelled.  

 

D. ATTACHMENTS 1-4  

Attachments 1-4 submitted separately. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

,, , ,,:J.tf ~~l~1"' ·· , ~{~0:~:: ,;;_~-3-i {: ~~; \~ff i 
islands are of speiial interest ge9_rn:6!P~:O.)&gi~afi&~·n~'fcreate·tne'conditi~~sidi<f~-efd'tve1i!>jfmifit~fi· t~~ffi(J}\[:-'~~: 
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:.-• . .;;~~}\?!~:·tt!tl/. .~:.:~~~t1~{~1j!f~Wl§tt.~;:~~~~?f~~y1~1~{ii~ ~-; 
In addition to its varied coastal geomorphqlogy/_~isjector contains perhaps the mosfd~ef'sJtntt..-;_; . · •./•, .. ·.~.-:4.i:<"'! 
mangals o~ the ~ilba~ coast, One ~fretc~~f:'~y~r~j~':~•oftlie sho~e, on eith~r side of t~~;<fef~·:ofVc . ·, ~~-
the Robe River, 1s dominated by mangal ·hab1tat:',lt'1s"structurally diverse and isolated fronhhi-r ~· , .. : .::, 
mangals of the Fortescue Delta to the nortn a'nd'th-e:Exmouth Gulf complex to the south. · -.: · · .:,_~i~l} 

In addition, this sector includes an impo~~~;~:~~-~~:~f :he nearshore shelf-island system typical of 'E 
the inner Rowley Shelf west of Dampier. There are mariy small, low islands close to the mainland • · 
shore which frequently have fringing mangals of the muddy tidal flat type and intertidal mud flats E_'· ,._-~ 
around them. Intertidal mudflats and rock pavements are particularly well developed around the 
Mary Anne Group of islands. • .· 

Marine flora an<! fauna 
There have been no systematic surveys of the marine habitats, flora or fauna of this sector although 
V. Semeniuk and D. Walker (pers. comm. July, 1992) have examined the mangal and coastal 
geomorphology and seagrass communities in some detail. 

The main significance of the marine environment of this sector is the diversity of coastal 
geomorphology and type of mangal development, and the importance of the mangals as a source of 
nutrients for the adjacent marine ecosystem and as a nursery area for fisheries. 

Johnstone (1990) recorded brief notes on the mangal at the mouth of the Cane River. Near the 
mouth of the river on its north side there is a Rhizophora forest to a height of 8 m, backed by tall, 
mature Avicennia forest and woodland. Further upstream on the northern bank the Rhizophora trees 
are not so tall and often mixed with Avicennia. Some Ceriops and low Avicennia grow on the 
landward side. Thickets of closed Ceriops and Aegiceras grow on the sandy islands between the river 
channels. 

The extensive mudflats and sandflats fronting the limestone barrier islands are the habitat of very 
rich epibenthic and burrowing invertebrate faunas. The flats are also much used by migratory waders 
as feeding areas. 

In the shallow sublittoral zone there are extensive seagrass and algal beds on rock pavements. Turtle 
and dugong feed on these areas and turtles nest on the beaches. 

The waters are turbid but nonetheless there are many corals wherever there are firm substrates in the 
sublittoral zone. 

Recreation 
There is moderate recreational use of the coast in the south-western part of this sector, especially in 
the vicinity of Onslow. However, the north-eastern mangal is inhospitable and inaccessible from the 
land and so is little used. The adjacent islands and waters are also visited infrequently by recreational 
fishers. The islands have very little potential for tourism. 

Previous recommendations 
The EPA (1975, System 8, rec. 8.7) recognised the importance of these mangals as a source of 
nutrients for the adjacent marine ecosystem and a nursery area for fisheries and recommended that 
biological and sedimentological surveys be carried out to assess their significance in these respects. 
Detailed surveys have not been done but further information is available. 

The EPA (1975, System 8, rec. 8.4) recommended that all the islands from the Mary Anne Group to 
South West Regnard Island be declared Class B nature reserves. The EPA (1975, System 9, rec. 9.7) 
also recommended that Weld Island should be declared a Class A nature reserve and other islands 
west of this be considered for declaration as Class B nature reserves. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Working Group recommendations 
Although available information and inspection of aerial photographs clearly indicate that this sector 
contains many significant geomorphological and biological features, the Working Group was not able 
to recommend any particular section of it for reservation because of the lack of adequate 
information. Field survey work is needed to establish which areas most adequately represent the 
variety of geomorphology, habitits, flora and fauna that are present 

However, the Working Group noted that the nearshore islands of the northern part of the sector, that 
is between Sholl and Yammadery Islands, have recently been collectively designated as the Great 
Sandy Island Nature Reserve (see Map III-8). Should the results of field surveys indicate that the 
northern part of this sector contains geomorphology, habitits, flora and fauna suitably representative 
of the sector, there would be merit in selecting the waters surrounding those islands for designation 
as a marine reserve. 

Therefore the Working Group recommends: 

"1. That there should be a survey of the marine habitats, flora and fauna of the Robe manl!al and adjacent 
nearshore waters to identify areas of particular conservation value in terms of mangal habitat, prawn and 
fish nursery areas, dugong and turtle feeding areas, and marine flora and fauna generally. 

"2. That, unless the results of the survey indicate that the most desirable areas for marine conservation are 
elsewhere within the sector, consideration should be given to the declaration of the waters surrounding the 
islands designated as the Creat Sandy Island Nature Reserve and encompassing the Robe mangal south to 
the Cane River, including the inactive delta of the Robe River. 

"3. That the strip of land bl'tween the High Water Mark of the area st::lected for desienation as marine 
reserve and the boundary of the adjacent pastoral lease, should be added to the reserve.• 

3.9. Exmouth Gulf (Map 111-9) 

Exmouth Gulf is one of the largest embayments on the Western Australian coast. Its eastern and 
southern shores are dominated by mangal and mudflat habitats of great importance for nature 
conservation and for sustaining local fisheries. 

Tenure 
The hinterland of this section of the coast is occupied by pastoral leases. The st rip of land between 
the High Water Mark and the seaward boundaries of the pastoral leases is vacant Crown Land. On the 
eastern side of the Gulf this boundary is difficult to locate because of the low nature of the terrain. 
Inshore islands along the sector are vacant Crown Land. 

Almost the entire area is covered by petroleum exploration permits. Permit EP325 Rl covers most of 
the area while EP 342 intrudes into the northern part and EP166 R2 intrudes into the southern part 
Small areas of the Gulf are also included within Permits EP41 R4 and EP359. 

Ceomorphologg 
Exmouth Gulf sits astride a significant boundary between the geomorphologically distinct Pilbara 
and Gascoyne coastal sectors (see Section 3.6 of Part I) with the dividing line being Sandalwood 
Peninsula. The eastern shore of the Gulf, which is mangal dominated, belongs to the former sector, 
while the western shore, including the mangal system of Gales Bay in the south-west, belongs with 
the Cape Range Peninsula to the Gascoyne. 

The climate is arid and the streams which flow into it are small and flow only after cyclonic rains. 
However, at the north-eastern entrance to the gulf the Ashburton River discharges very large 
volumes of water when flooding and some of this probably temporarily affects the gulf. 

The waters of the gulf are generally turbid. Although sheltered from strong prevailing winds the gulf 
is occasionally affected by cyclonic storms. Tidal range is about 3 m but storm surge, especially at the 
southern end of the gulf, may carry sea water well beyond the normal High Tide Mark. 
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The shelf-island system which characterises the West Pilbara near-shore marine ~n\?lri,~~j(~ · ·t•·~\'~': ~,/ 
Section 1.1.l) extends down the eastern shore to the head of the gulf. There are cha.l'ii~-~~:t:jsi:1qiq, ¾,- ,;,,...,·t 
limestone islands along the eastern side with muddy beaches and rock pavement shqr~s ... '1n1lme::, ... 
areas the intertidal rock pavements bear extensive macroalgal beds and coral and rocky shoi:e-i;1:i;,,;nf·/ \%, 
communities. . .. ··:· ,, . :-:n.: i\ 

Along the eastern shore from just south of Locker Point to Giralia Bay there is a mangal of distinctive 
character. Three of the major coastal types described in Section 1.1.2 are represented in this system. 
In the northern section the Ashburton delta is an excellent example of the active delta (coastal type 
3). Further down the eastern side of Exmouth Gulf the shore represents the beach/dune coast (coastal 
type 8) and the sand dune hinterland coast (coastal type 11). Each of these contains its characteristic 
assemblages of rnangal and other coastal habitats. 

Landward of the mangals there are very wide supra tidal flats which in many places are inter-fingered 
or merge imperceptibly with the low-lying, vegetated hinterland. The western boundaries of the 
adjacent pastoral leases are defined only by reference to the High Water mark, although its position 
is difficult to locate. Protection of these adjacent land areas is critical to the ultimate protection of 
the mangal ecosystem and consideration should be given to incorporation of a coastal strip above 
High Water mark into the proposed reserve, with clearly definable boundaries. 

On the western shore of the gulf, ie. from North West Cape south to the Bay of Rest, the shore 
comprises narrow beaches backed by dunes and fronted by sand and rock flats. The Bay of Rest and 
Gales Bay contain small but complex mangal systems distinct from that of the gulf's eastern shore. 

Marine flora and fauna 
The eastern side of Exmouth Gulf south of Tubridgi Point is the site of one of the largest mangals in 
the State. It is crossed by transverse tidal creeks, backed by wide supratidal salt flats, and fronted by 
intertidal mudflats. There is no doubt that these mangals and flats are the source of much of the 
nutrient which supports the valuable prawn fishery in the gulf, and functions as a nursery area for 
juvenile prawns and other harvested species as well as unharvested species. 

There has been fairly extensive survey of the prawn nursery areas and other fisheries of the gulf by 
the Fisheries Department but relatively little study on other aspects of the marine flora, fauna and 
habitats. WA Museum staff have gathered information on the invertebrate faunas of the mangals, 
especially molluscs (Wells, 1983) and decapod crustaceans. 

Six species of mangrove are present in the mangals of Exmouth Gulf. The two bays at the head of the 
gulf have mangals of rather different structure (Johnstone, 1990). In Giralia Bay there is a seaward 
zone of Avicennia, mainly thick-trunked trees growing to 4 m. This gives way to a zone of low, closed 
forest (to 2 m) of immature Avicennia and scattered immature Rhizophora. The landward side of this 
mangal consists of openAvicennia woodland and stunted thickets. In contrast, the mangal at Gales 
Bay has a seaward zone of mature Rhizophora (to 475 m) succeeded by a central zone of mature 
Avicennia forest and woodland and, in some areas, mixed Rhizophora and Avicennia. The landward 
side grades into thickets of Avicennia with occasional Ceriops. 

In addition to the range of mangal assemblages, this area contains significant mudflats and sand flats, 
with their associated epibenthic and burrowing faunas. These communities represent the most 
westerly of their type. Similar communities occur elsewhere on the Pilbara coast but do not extend 
beyond North West Cape. They contain a number of species endemic to the Kimberley-Pilbara region 
which are here close to the western limit of their geographic range. 

In the shallow waters of the gulf fronting the mangals there are extensive seagrass beds (with at least 
4 species) providing feeding habitat for turtles and one of the State's more important dugong 
populations. The dugong population in the eastern part of the gulf has been estimated to number 
about 1 000 animals (R. Prince pers. comm.). 

Several low limestone islands fronting the mangals are nesting sites for seabirds including Osprey, 
Australian Pelican, Pied Oyster Catcher, Crested Tern and Fairy Tern. The mud and sand flats are 
significant feeding areas for a variety of migratory wading birds. 
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The shores and near-shore habitats of the western side of the gulf are quite different to those of the 
east. There are sand flats, often with rocky outcrops, sloping into the sublittoral zone. The 
invertebrate fauna along this stretch of coast is diverse and abundant. In the southern sector (just 
north of the Bay of Re.st) the sea floor is stony with a shallow sand cover and supports extensive beds 
of soft corals and sponges. 

Recreational and commercial uses 
The beaches south of Exmouth are extensively used by local people for swimming and fishing. There 
is little swell and, except in easterly weather, this is a lee shore. 

The eastern side of Exmouth Gulf is remote from the highway and major roads and has little access. 
It is little used for recreational fishing. There is more access to the southern end of the gulf and 
consequently a greater degree of recreational fishing there. The southern part of the gulf area is also 
popular with amateur net fishers. 

The gulf itself is the site of the Exmouth Gulf Prawn Limited Entry Fishery (see Government Gazette 
No. 28, 17 March, 1989). In recognition of the importance of the mangal and adjacent shallows as a 
nursery area for prawns and other important species, the eastern side and southern end of Exmouth 
Gulf have been designated under Fisheries legislation as a prohibited area for the trawling industry. 
Commercial beach seine netting for mullet and whiting operates in the southern portion of the gulf. 

The warm, sheltered and highly productive waters of the eastern shores of Exmouth Gulf lend 
themselves to mariculture and there are several existing and proposed sites for such developments. 

Previous recommenda lions 
The EPA (1975, System 9) noted that the mangals of this shore provide a supply of nutrients to the 
adjacent marine ecosystem as well as being a nursery area for fisheries and recommended : 

"that biological and sedimentological surveys be carried out in the coastal segment from Exmouth Gulf to 
Mary Anne Islands (rec. 9.8); 
that Simpson, Tent, Round and Whalebone Islands be declared Class A nature reserves (rec. 9.7.1); 
that consideration be given to declaration of other islands in the vicinity as Class B nature resen•es (rec. 
9:7.2)." 

The recommended surveys have not been carried out but some further information is now available. 

Working Croup recommendations 
The distinctive eastern mangal and adjacent coastal waters of the gulf already receive a measure of 
protection under the Fisheries Act. Marine reserve status would enhance that protection. Reservation 
of the supra-tidal flats between the mangal and the hinterland would be essential to ensure adequate 
management of the man gal and coastal habitats of the marine reserve. Although they represent a 
different mangal type, the mangals of Gales Bay and the Bay of Rest should be included in the 
reserve. By extending the reserve north along the south-western shore to a point in the vicinity of 
Learmonth a section of the very different habitats of the western shore would be included. 
Reservation of a small section of the coastline near Exmouth would then adequately represent the 
western shore habitats. 

Accordingly the Working Group recommends: 

"1. That the nearshore waters on the eastern and south-western sides of Exmouth Culf be considered for 
reservation for the protection of mangal habitat, prawn and fish nursery areas, turtle and dugong feeding 
areas, and coastal marine fauna and flora generally, and for recreational fishing and such commercial 
fishing and mariculture as may be consistent with the former purposes. 

"2. Boundaries: 
(a) that the north-eastern limit of the proposed marine reserve should be located at Locker Point and the 
south-western limit in the vicinity ofLearmonth; 

"(b) that the marine area reserved should extend from the High Water Mark seaward to about the 10 m 
bathymetric contour, or some suitable straight lines approximating that contour; 
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"(c) that the 4-0 m strip of vacant Crown Land between the adjacent pastoral leases and High Water Mark 
should be added to the marine reserve by reservation under the Land Act, together with such portions of 
the adjacent pastoral leases as will produce simple, clearly definable boundaries. 

"3. That the EPA 1975 recommendations for declaration of islands in the area as nature reserves should be 
implemented as soon as Possible. The Working Croup is of the view that all the island nature reserves 
should be designated as Class A." 

3.10. West Pilbara Offshore Islands (Maps 111-8, 9) 

Offshore along the coast west of the Dampier Archipelago and within the outer or oceanic zone of the 
Rowley Shelf there is a series of islands, mostly comprising Holocene sand cays and Pleistocene or 
Tertiary limestones. The waters around the outermost of these islands are relatively clear, 
approximating oceanic conditions, and so are quite different from those surrounding the islands 
nearer the mainland coast where muddy conditions prevail. The largest of these offshore islands are 
Barrow and the Monte Bello Islands complex, the Serrurier Islands group, Thevenard Island, and the 
North and South Muiron Islands, all of which are reserved for conservation of flora and fauna. 

Barrow and the Monte Bello Islands are emergent structures on a distinct sub littoral platform and 
are dealt with separately in Section 3.11. 

Thevenard rsland has marine habitats most like the turbid conditions around the inner islands which 
are represented in the proposed marine protected areas along the coast The surrounding waters are 
also subject to disturbance by the operations of the petroleum industry. For these reasons this area 
was not considered to be a strong candidate for reservation. 

The Serrurier and the Muiron groups, on the other hand, have rather distinctive marine habitats 
surrounding them and they are considered in this section. 

3.10.1 Serrurier Islands 
The Serrurier Island complex is a group of offshore islands and emergent rocks at the western end of 
the Rowley Shelf. There are three medium-sized islands in the group, Semirier, Flat and Bessieres. 

Tenure 
The Serrurier Islands comprise a Class C Nature Reserve for the protection of seabirds and turtles and 
their nesting sites. They fall within Petroleum Exploration Permit TP/6 Rl. 

Geomorpho/o!J!I 
This island group represents the coastal type described in Section 1.1.3 as island type 3, composed of 
shelly or ooid Pleistocene limestones and Holocene sands. They are similar to some of the Pilbara 
coastal islands but lie within the offshore zone described in Section 1.1.1 which is characterised by 
clearer water (see Map III-8). As well as the three medium-sized islands, there are several small 
Pleistocene limestone and Holocene sand islands and emergent rocks, namely Round and Table 
Islands, Hood Reef, Black Ledge and Bowers Ledge. These emergent structures stand on a shallow 
bank of 5-8 m depth. Because of the distance from the muddy mainland, the littoral and shallow 
sublittoral soft substrates on the seabed surrounding the islands are fine to coarse-grained calcareous 
sand rather than muddy sand. 

Marine Rora and fauna 
Wedge-tailed Shearwaters, Silver Gulls, Ospreys, White-breasted Sea Eagles, Caspian Terns and 
Crested Terns nest on these islands. The Serrurier Island Wedge-tailed Shearwater rookery is the 
largest for the species in the Pilbara region. 

Serrurier Island is also an important nesting site for Green Turtles and possibly other turtle species. 

There has been no systematic survey or collecting of the marine flora or fauna of this area. Inspection 
of aerial photographs indicates that there is a variety of habitat types present including sublittoral 
and intertidal rock pavements, sand flats, algal beds and well developed seagrass beds in the shallows. 
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There are extensive coral reefs around the front edges and reef-front slopes of the rock platforms. 
These have been inspected in the field by CALM staff. Coral growth is luxuriant - possibly the best in 
the Pilbara from a scenic point of view. Coral reef fishes and other associated fauna appear to be 
correspondingly diverse. 

From the photo-interpretation of habitats, field inspections by CALM staff, anecdotal reports by shell
collectors and recreational fishermen, and the clear water conditions, the Working Group concludes 
that fish and invertebrate species diversity is likely to be high. Although the marine communities 
around the Serrurier group undoubtedly share many species with the sand, mud and rock flats of the 
mainland and inner island shores, there is likely to be a larger proportion of coral reef species and 
somewhat different community structure. 

The other offshore island and reef complex of this nature in the vicinity is Thevenard. Although there 
are no detailed data on the faunas and floras of these two groups to al low a proper comparison, the 
Working Group believes that the more remote location and clearer water conditions of the Serrurier 
complex make it a much better candidate for designation as a marine protected area. 

In some respects the Serrurier coral reef complex is a match for the Lacepede reefs much further 
north. Both are mid-shelf fringing reef systems growing on Pleistocene rock platforms. When survey 
data are available, the coral reef faunas of these two areas will make an interesting comparison. 
Together with the coral reefs of the Rowley Shoals Marine Park, the proposed Dampier and Monte 
Bello Marine Parks, and the proposed Biggada (Barrow Island) Marine Nature Reserve, they would 
adequately represent the varied coral reef systems of the Rowley Shelf. 

Serrurier Island and its surrounds have many attractions for recreational fishers and divers. There are 
few such attractive islands in the western Pi Ibara. There are several safe anchorages and landing sites 
for small boats on Serrurier and the distance from the mainland is only moderate so that it is 
accessible to recreational fishers and campers. Camping is allowed on the island only by permit but 
that rule is difficult to enforce. 

3.10.2. Muiron Islands 
The two elongate, medium sized, sparsely vegetated Muiron Islands, North and South, lie at the 
western end of the Rowley Shelf, not very distant from the shelf edge. Sunday Island is a small 
limestone and sand island south-east of the two main islands in the group, near the mouth of 
Exmouth Gulf. 

Tenure 
North and South Muiron Islands comprise Class C Nature Reserve (No. C31775), for the conservation 
of flora and fauna, jointly vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority and the 
Shire of Exmouth. They lie within an area covered by Petroleum Exploration Permits EP 342 and 
TP/9. 

Geomorphology 
North and South Muiron Islands lie within the Exmouth Sub-basin of the Carnarvon Sedimentary 
Basin and are structurally a continuation of the Cape Range Peninsula. In Section 1.1.3 they are 
classified as offshore island type 2. They are low, dome-shaped, limestone islands separated by a deep, 
navigable channel. Their western shores face the prevailing swells and are characterised by low 
limestone cliffs fronted by wave-swept sandy beaches and intertidal rock platforms covered by algal 
turf and thin sheets of sand. Their eastern shores comprise sand beaches backed by low dunes. To the 
south-east, Sunday lsland is an example of the offshore islands composed of Pleistocene ooid 
limestones and Holocene sands, classified in Section 1.1.3 as island type 3. 

To the west of the islands the sea floor slopes away to the shelf edge some 30 km seaward. The reef
front slope beyond the edge of the intertidal rock platforms is deeply dissected by a prominent spur 
and groove system, usually with prolific coral growth, at least on the spurs. Beyond the reef slope the 
sea floor is rough with irregular limestone rock and coarse sand patches. Soft and hard corals grow 
on the exposed areas of hard rock. Structurally the reef-front zone of these windward reefs is similar 
to the equivalent zone of the Ningaloo Reef along the western side of the Cape Range peninsula. 
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MG Kailis Pty Ltd 
A.C.N. 008 684 802

50 Mews Road, Fremantle 
Western Australia 6160 
PO Box 382, Fremantle 
Western Australia 6959 

Telephone: (+61-8) 9239 9239 
Facsimile: (+61-8) 9239 9234 

3 October 2017 

Dr T Hatton 
Chairman 
Environmental Protection Authority 

On Line Submission 3 October 2017 

Submission to EPA: Ashburton Salt Project: Draft Environmental Scoping Document. 
K + S Salt. K04 – J04 

I note below key issues for the M.G. Kailis Group in relation to the Scoping Document.  The 
M.G. Kailis Group is the operator of the Exmouth Gulf Prawn trawl fishery.  The project has
potentially significant impacts on the environment of Exmouth Gulf, including the recruitment
of prawns to the Exmouth Gulf Fishery.

The ecological integrity of Exmouth Gulf is connected to the eastern side of the Gulf.  The 
marine heat wave event of 2010/11 showed the sensitivity of the biological communities of the 
east side of the Gulf to stress and the connections between the botanical and zoological 
communities of the Gulf.1 We note the relevant EPA guidelines state that ‘The EPA expects 
proponents to identify any critical associations between important marine fauna and key 
benthic communities and habitats that are likely to be impacted.’2  

Generally, we acknowledge the proponent has proposed an extensive set of potential 
investigations, we however make further suggestions below.  

We note the importance of: 

1. The quality of the modelling and investigations undertaken, including in relation to the
effects of intakes and discharge of bitterns.

2. Investigations undertaken need to cover the impact of extreme episodic events such as
flooding due to tropical lows and cyclones, as well as more typical environmental
conditions.

3. Pages 9-12 Investigations into Benthic communities.
4. Pages 10 and 11. Issues considered should extend to consideration of the impact on

animals, such as prawn post-larvae that due to their behaviour cues may be attracted to
salt pond intakes and are lost to the general environment.

5. Pages 15-17 Impacts on Marine Fauna, and in particular p17 Item 56.
6. Pages 31-34. There should be an extension to include connections between the Eastern

side of the Gulf and the broader ecosystem beyond a focus on zoological/botanical
communities in the area immediately impacted.

1 See, Kangas, M.I et al, W.A. Marine Stewardship Council Report Series (2015) Exmouth Gulf Prawn Managed 
Fishery, Government of Western .Australia. 
2 Environmental Protection Authority (2016) Environmental Factor Guideline: Benthic 
Communities and Habitats, EPA, Western Australia. Page 4.  
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7. There should be appropriate recognition of fisheries legislation and management which 
also incorporate ecological objectives. A broad definition should be applied to the term 
‘marine protected area’. For example, the IUCN definition that  

 
‘Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) involve the protective management of natural areas so 
as to keep them in their natural state. MPAs can be conserved for a number of reasons 
including economic resources, biodiversity conservation, and species protection. They 
are created by delineating zones with permitted and non-permitted uses within that 
zone’.3  
 
The Eastern part of Exmouth Gulf already has protection as nursey areas which limit the 
activities that can be carried out in them. The area has been recommended as a Fish 
Habitat Protection Areas under fisheries legislation.  

 
Regards 

George Kailis 
Executive Chair 

 
3 See, IUCN Definition (2017) Sourced 2 October 2017 at https://www.iucn.org/theme/marine-and-polar/our-
work/marine-protected-areas.  
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9th November 2020 

Captain Michael Edwards OAM 
Managing Director 
Gascoyne Gateway Limited 

FISH ING 
PEARLING 
AQUACULTURE 

Suite 38 - 39, 145 Stirling Highway 
NEDLANDS WA 6009 
Email: .info@gascoynegateway.com.au 
Web: ,https://gascoyneqateway.com.au/ 

Dear Captain Edwards 

Re: Gascoyne Gateway single jetty deep-water port proposal 

The Western Australian Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC) is the peak body for the 
commercial fishing industry n Western Australia. We draw your attention to the interests of 
the fishing industry n the region and reasonable obligations a, proponents for consultation, 
especially given the scale and potential for impact of your proposal. WAFIC facilitates a 
significant number of consultations a, behalf of the Western Australian commercial fishing 
sector including offshore oil, gas and state government managed projects such as the Water 
Corporation desalination plants. We support sustainable outcomes via an open and 
transparent process. 

It is WAFIC's expectation that for a major development overlapping active commercial 
fishing areas that WAFIC would re the priority and early contact to ensure the proponent 
directly engages with the relevant commercial fishery licence holders. This has not 
happened with the Gascoyne Gateway single jetty deep-water port proposal, which appears 
to us to have come to light during the EPA's 2020 Strategic Advice Consultation process. 
Commercial fishers can re affected by a wide range of effects. Some examples would be, 
construction impacts (dredging etc), introduction of marine pests, physical exclusion of trawl 
and other fishing grounds and effective exclusions while vessels are accessing or waiting to 
access a port. 

We note that: 

► There has been ro direct engagement with WAFIC and the commercial fishing 
sector. Your website did does not have a telephone number nor does ~ offer a, 
address or email address (WAFIC obtained this information from the Exmouth 
Chamber of Commerce site). 

► The Gascoyne Gateway website funnels engagement via four reference groups, 
Design and Environment might potentially re a fit for the commercial fishing industry. 
The method of engagement and terms of reference selected by your firm, however, 
limits engagement and is not open and transparent. It is not reasonable or 
appropriate to require the commercial fishing industry to sit a, a 'reference group' n 
order to access relevant information. 

.. ./2 
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Even at an early stage, our expectation is for the proponent to provide the initial 
design supported by verified environmental science. Your proposal makes a number 
of statements about impacts, but these are unsupported from the information 
provided. 

As the proponent you should undertake due diligence and environmental impact 
assessments, identify potential issues and advise potentially affected parties how you 
will mitigate these potential environmental impacts. For example: 

o There s no information provided about potential environmental impacts to the 
commercial fishing sector and the commercial fishing resource, during the 
construction phase or thereafter when this proposed jetty s operational. 

o There s no information en potential negative outcomes from this project, nor 
a compensation process for affected parties. 

o The project outlines a wide range of potential economic benefits to the 
broader Exmouth community, few backed Lp with consistent reasoning, clear 
science and data. 

The Western Australian Government Fisheries Policy Statement March 2012 (attached) 
makes clear the expectations of the State Government of proponents including 
compensation. For example, Section 4.4 Marine Planning specifically refers to proponent's 
obligations for compensation to affected fishers. The 2012 document is current government 
policy. Formal compensation processes are already underway i, relation to the Mindarie 
Marina development and its impact on the commercial abalone fishery. 

We look forward to future positive engagement with Gascoyne Gateway and seek your 
support for you to initiate direct engagement with the M G Kailis Group (the main fishery 
licensee i, Exmouth Gulf) and other relevant and potentially affected Western Australian 
commercial fishing licence holders. 

Yours sincerely 

Chief Executive Officer 

gth November 2020 

cc Hon Stephen Dawson MLC Minister for the Environment 
minister.dawson@dpc.wa.gov.au 

Hon Peter Tinley /lM MLA Minister for Fisheries 
Minister. Tinley@dpc.wa.gov.au 

Dr Tom Hatton Chairman - Environmental Protection Authority 

Dr George Kailis M G Kailis Group 
georgekailis@kailis.com.au 
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MG Kailis Group of Companies 

50 Mews Road Fremantle 

Sent by email: Responses to georgekailis@kailis.com.au 

 

SUBSEA 7 DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 2208 

MG KAILIS GROUP OF COMPANIES SUBMISSION TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 

BACKGROUND 

The MG Kailis Group commenced prawning operations in Exmouth in the early 1960s before 
either the North West Cape military base or the Town of Exmouth. The MG Kailis Group 
holds all the licences in the Exmouth Gulf Prawn Managed Fishery. This is an established 
sustainably managed fishery. In making this submission we acknowledge that we are a 
commercial user of Exmouth Gulf and we support a vibrant and diverse economy in the 
region. Our principal interest is in the health of Exmouth Gulf and our goals include the 
maintenance of the ecological integrity of the Gulf. Our submission highlights areas of 
improvement in the PER that could assist the Proponent in demonstrating that they meet 
this goal. 

The MG Kailis Group acknowledges the length, scope and complexity of the PER. These 
characteristics provide challenges to those providing comment. Of concern to us is a lack of 
clearly presented information in the PER on the direct physical impact of chains being 
dragged along the floor of Exmouth Gulf (see lack of such information in Physical Elements 
section PER, xix –xx).  

Our comments focus on the marine domain. We acknowledge the marine environment is 
impacted by changes to coastal land. Land based impacts are outside our specific expertise 
and we have not covered them in this submission. We encourage the EPA to be satisfied 
that the Proponent’s proposal fully covers land based issues such as; construction impact, 
effect of soil disturbance (including adequacy of investigations into acid sulphate soils), the 
impact on flows of water across the land and any effect on the Bay of Rest shore and near 
shore areas. We note that in some years the Bay of Rest significantly contributes to prawn 
recruitment. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EXMOUTH GULF MANAGED PRAWN FISHERY 

The operations of the Exmouth Gulf Managed Prawn Fishery, and the research that supports 
it, are outlined in Marine Stewardship Council Report Series, No 1 of 2015 published by 
DPIRD (then Department of Fisheries). The fishery is managed to the highest global 
standards, that of the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). The MSC standard not only 
requires evidence that the fishery is sustainable but that the fishery is managed so that 
other species and habitats within the ecosystem remain healthy. As part of its MSC 
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obligations the MG Kailis Group has committed to long term monitoring of the habitats of 
Exmouth Gulf, co-funding research with the State Government. This research was updated 
by DPIRD in 2019, outlining benthic habitats in Exmouth Gulf. The results are publicly 
available including via the MSC Website (3rd Surveillance Report April 2019).  

INDUSTRY CONSULTATION, IMPACTS AND NURSERY AREAS 

The Proponent states that (PER, 357)  

The Exmouth Gulf Prawn Fishery operators identified that the key area of concern is the prawn 
nursery area in the eastern part of Exmouth Gulf. Given the small area of seabed disturbance 
during a Bundle launch (comparative to the fished area), the absence of impacts to the prawn 
nursery habitat, and the low frequency of offshore operations, the Proposal was considered to 
represent a low risk to the prawn fishery (Alex Kailis pers comm). 

This correctly states the concerns by MG Kailis in relation to prawn nursery areas, seabed 
disturbance and number of tows. It is not correct to state that this Proposal was seen as low 
risk. More correctly, that the concepts informally presented at the time (circa July 2018) 
appeared to us to be a low risk. The comments in this submission relate to this Proposal. We 
seek reconfirmation that the Proposal will not in fact affect Nursery Areas. This is now 
unclear reviewing the maps outlining the ‘Development Envelope’ in the PER at pages 119 
and 120. The zone of impact now appears to extend into the Nursery Area adjacent to the 
launch zone. 

DIRECT IMPACT OF THE TOW AND CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 

As noted in ‘Background’ above, we cannot find a clear statement in the PER of the 
expected physical impact of stabilisation chains dragging along Exmouth Gulf. The 
proponent has carried out at a field test, but with one stabilisation chain only (PER, 156). 
There are a variety of statements about varying bundle lengths (PER, 117), a statement that 
bundles are ‘custom designed’ (PER, 99). There is no statement in the PER on how many 
chains will be attached. The PER states that for each chain only 4-5 chain links of about 1.5 
metres will touch the bottom (PER, 27 and 99). How this will be achieved in practice is 
unclear. If chains are a fixed length there would be expected to be more contact and greater 
impact on the more sensitive near shore environments, particularly on the shallow water 
macroalgae beds adjacent to the launch site.  

At page 99 of the PER, the Proponent’s consultant assumes that offshore the impact on the 
bottom will be ‘not significant’ (PER, 99). This assumption not supported by a clear line of 
evidence in the PER. A classification of sea bed as ‘soft sediment’ is not in itself sufficient to 
assume that it will be minimally impacted without further enquiry, and especially without 
direct impacts being assessed. That soft sediment might not be a ‘highly structured’ habitat 
does not mean it has no structure or is not ecologically important. 

Further, there is no evidence cited in the PER that clearly supports an assumption that there 
will be ‘little to no trace of physical disturbance expected within four weeks of a Bundle 
launch’ (PER, 118). Indeed, it appears the ‘worst case’ modelled assumed was based on a 
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prior assumption of minimal impact and is the model only focused quantifying the area 
affected. The PER at page 118 states that this assessment was 

[b]ased on the expected minimal impact to Soft sediment habitat from a Bundle launch, and 
anticipated rapid recovery,[our emphasis in bold] Scenario 6 was used to define a ‘realistic 
worst case’ for potential cumulative impacts following multiple Bundle launches (refer Table 5-
6). 

This comment implies that there was no consideration of cumulative effects, such as by 
trawl. These areas are also subject to trawling. Without further explanation, it appears that 
this consultant has made the assumption that these areas will be left untouched to recover 
in this four week period (see PER, 118). As presented the PER does not address cumulative 
impacts. A no trawl area for four weeks would have a significant economic and social impact 
on the fishery. Trawl patterns require uninterrupted ‘runs’ and to split the fishery in half 
would be a major disruption. With no mitigation strategy in the PER, responsibility for any 
mitigation would fall on others, principally the commercial fishing fleet. 

Finally, MG Kailis wishes to make clear that we not stating that the assumptions made are 
necessarily incorrect, merely that the absence of clear information in the Proposal makes 
them unable to be assessed. We believe that the Proponent must supplement this Proposal, 
especially in relation to direct effects, and that an appropriate time for further comment be 
provided on that supplementary information.  

MONITORING OF EFFECTS OF TOW 

The MG Kailis Group believes there needs to be a clear commitment to ongoing assessment 
of impact on the marine and tidal areas.  

The commitments from the Proponent appear to be focused to the initial tows only with an 
emphasis on effects outside the operational area, not direct effects (see PER, 129). Although 
the Proponent has classified the potentially affected areas in the operational area as ‘minor’ 
they still cover significant areas of Exmouth Gulf (PER, 122-3). It is not clear to us the 
standard of ‘significant’ or ‘significance’ that has been applied. 

The MG Kailis Group is very aware that its own operations affect Exmouth Gulf, however, 
best practice now includes ongoing monitoring of effects. This should be even more the case 
for the novel impacts on Exmouth Gulf as proposed. 

LACK OF TOW MITIGATION STRATEGY  

Subsea 7 have outlined in detail why they do not expect any significant impacts. As noted 
above, it is not clear to us the standard of ‘significant’ or ‘significance’ that has been applied. 
Should significant impacts emerge there is no clear mitigation strategy proposed in the PER 
(See xliv ‘Measures to avoid NA’). This does not mean there no mitigation will occur, merely 
that the burden will fall on the State and others to take action to maintain the Exmouth 
ecosystem.  

As noted earlier a failure by a Proponent to adopt a mitigation strategy does not mean no 
mitigation will occur. Instead it is a strategy that the burden of mitigation to the State and 
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other users of the marine environment. Should any significant effects appear, other users 
such as the fishing industry would need to both increase their research activities and 
potentially reduce their impact on Exmouth Gulf. 

 

ACTIVITIES BELOW THE LOW WATER MARK AND CONSULTATION 

Any EPA approval of this proposal should clearly state that the approval does not constitute 
a licence to appropriate part of the multi-user marine domain for a private purpose nor 
does it assess all impacts, especially given economic impacts are not within the EPA’s 
jurisdiction. Additional authorisations listed on page 6 of the PER only cover environmental 
authorisations. 

We note current Government Policy (Western Australian Government Fisheries Policy 
Statement, March 2012) and that in the marine domain 

Major project proponents would normally be expected to compensate or mitigate impacts on 
fishers and fishing communities. Even where individual projects may not in themselves have a 
direct significant impact on fisheries, there is the potential for these projects to result in 
cumulative impacts on fishers and fishing communities. In this regard, the Government will 
work with the peak sector fishing bodies and relevant stakeholders to ensure the application of 
appropriate management, planning and approval processes, and where appropriate, 
mitigation strategies. 

More significantly for the MG Kailis Group, the proponent does not propose any 
consultation over the timing of launches (PER, 393-4). Given earlier consultation with MG 
Kailis Group over our concerns this may be an unfortunate oversight. A tow launch 
effectively splits Exmouth Gulf into two with significant areas excluded. The Proponent and 
their consultants appear to assume that all the Exmouth Gulf fishery is open to trawling at 
any one time. Only small portions may be open. Information on the management of 
Exmouth Gulf fishery is in the public domain and our general patterns of operation were 
discussed with Subsea 7. The Proponent should commit to work in with fishery operators to 
minimise disruption. Options include scheduling tows only when not fishing (off season and 
in season closures) plus notice periods relevant to the timing and planning of commercial 
operations. Notification is not consultation. 

At certain times of the year closures could impact on the ability to carry out long standing 
research trawls. These are undertaken under the supervision of DPIRD scientists and must 
be undertaken out at specific dates and locations. Failure to do so would undermine the 
integrity of the data series which underpins sustainable management by the State and the 
MG Kailis Group. Furthermore, the habitat research to achieve MSC status referred to 
above, includes over a hundred validation sites across Exmouth, some of which appear to 
fall within or near the tow path. A lack of consultation and ongoing commitment to 
monitoring by Subsea 7 will make it difficult to interpret any habitat changes observed. 
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Disruption to marine research programs is an environmental issue and risk, not only a 
commercial one. Avoiding disruption requires both a commitment to consultation as well 
as ongoing monitoring. 

 

TECHNICAL ISSUES RELATING TO INFORMATION PRESENTED IN THE PER ON THE PRAWN 
FISHERY  

Trawl Maps 

The trawl maps overstate the extent of Exmouth Gulf fished by trawlers, especially in 
relation to inshore areas adjacent to the launch site. This is an artefact of reliance on WA 
State of Fisheries Reports (SOFAR). These largely depend on pen and paper log book data 
and a 0.5nm buffer is applied. Accurate maps by DPIRD researchers are in the public domain 
and include more accurate satellite information. In addition to DPIRD research, a copy is 
available on the MSC website (see latest audit report at 
https://fisheries.msc.org/en/fisheries/exmouth-gulf-prawns/@@assessments ). Any 
assessment of the near shore environment should not be biased by an assumption the area 
is regularly disturbed by trawling.  

Alleged Historical Practices 

At page 219 the PER refers to a report by “RPS” (Bowman Bishaw Gorham (RPS). 2004).1 The 
RPS report recounts an apocryphal story that ‘In some areas, a technique called ‘breaking 
the ground’ was employed where chains would be strung between trawlers and dragged, to 
remove obstacles for the nets’. This story was not substantiated. No citation was provided. 
The Proponent did not note that the RPS Report also concluded that ‘[a]lthough historically 
the fishery impacted on shallower areas (<12m) containing more diverse epibenthic 
habitats, the refocusing of the fishery into deeper waters to take larger prawns since the 
1980s has reduced this interaction’. The inclusion of this story could reasonably raise a 
concern that the Proponent had the erroneous view that the marine environment has been 
so significantly modified it does not now warrant significant environmental protection. 
More likely it was an unnecessary ‘flourish’ intended to, badly, illustrate a point about 
environmental practices in the 1960s. Its repetition here is disappointing and does not do 
credit to the Proponent. The Proponent more appropriately addresses past impacts at page 
116 of the PER.  

  

 
1 The Marine and Intertidal Environments of Exmouth Gulf, with reference to human usage Report No: R04044 
full report included in https://www.epa.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/PER documentation/1295-ERMP-
Appendix%207-Marine%20and%20coastal%20environment%20V1-2.pdf. It should be noted that the 
Proponent in that case, Straits Resources, failed to get environmental approval. 
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SUMMARY 

The Proponent has presented a significant body of material from which they infer that the 
effects of the Project, including on the marine ecosystem, will not be significant. This is, 
however, a relatively novel activity carried out in a wholly different ecosystem to that in 
which the activity was previously engaged. The PER does not adequately address direct 
impacts. The PER needs to be soundly based with clearly presented assessments of 
significance and impact. The Proponent needs to make appropriate commitments to 
consultation, monitoring and mitigation. 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. The Proponent should address the apparent/potential impacts on the Prawn Nursey areas.  
2. Expected direct effects of tow should be clearly presented and additional EPA consultation 

taken on them. This would include 
a. Consistent description of the activity 
b. Assessment of direct scouring effects 
c. Assessment of effect of direct disruption to marine habitat, including soft sediment 

habitat  
d. Cumulative impacts with trawling (and reconciliation of any contrary 

reports/approaches) 
e. Evidence around significance and how this was assessed 

3. Generally, better description of assessments of significance and what standards were 
applied to come to conclusions of a lack of significance. 

4. Long term commitment to ongoing environmental monitoring, including within the tow 
envelope. 

5. Commitment to effective mitigation should impact be more significant than anticipated. 
6. Upgraded consultation commitments, including but not limited to, relevant consultation to 

avoid undermining long term fisheries and environmental research in Exmouth Gulf. The 
Proponent should commit to work in with fishery operators to minimise disruption. Options 
include scheduling tows only when not fishing (off season and in season closures) plus notice 
periods relevant to the timing and planning of commercial operations.  

 




